Vaughn’s Cabinets, Inc.
902 South Echo Street
Holdenville, OK 74848
405-379-3383

DISCLAIMER
At Vaughn's Cabinets, Inc. we pride ourselves on a one-of-a-kind product each and every time.
Please note there will always be some type of variation to wood grain, color, stain, texture,
paint, glaze, etc. No two trees are alike and any imperfections will only increase the unique
nature of the piece.
The following is a quick overview of some of the characteristics of the wood and finishes that
you can expect from Vaughn's Cabinets, Inc. Please read them carefully. We bring these to
your attention so that you may know, from start to finish, the type of product you can expect
from us.
All kitchen cabinet jobs come with a free wood care starter kit to help you take care of your
new cabinets so they will last a lifetime.
WOOD AND COLOR VARIATIONS: Wood is a natural resource; therefore, cabinets may vary in color,
texture, and grain. Wood characteristics naturally occurring such as variations in color, grain, mineral
streaks, pinholes and knots are not considered defects. Color variations in cabinets are also a natural
occurrence due to species, region of growth, age, etc. The purpose of stain samples is a way to give the
client a better idea of the overall look of the final product, but not to show an exact replica of their
furniture. Wood by nature will undergo expansion and contraction movements as it compensates and
adjusts to changes in humidity and temperature. Cracks will naturally develop with age as wood dries
out.
GLAZED FINISHES: A glazed finish by definition is an uneven finish. Some edges and profiles will have
heavier coats than others and glazing may vary from piece to piece. This may result in overall color
variations.
UPHOLSTERY: Just as wood can vary, so can fabric. Dyes can differ from batch to batch resulting in
possible slight variations. We cannot stand by the quality of fabric provided by the customer or
purchased outside of our suppliers.

